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The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the nonhomogeneous linear 
system of differential equations 
Pi = i: gfj(t) xj + IQ(t) i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (.> = d/dt (1) 
j=l 
will be considered. 
Solution behavior of equation 
u(n) - 1; gi(t) u(i) = h(t), di) = diu/dti (2) 
which is asymptotic to the function P, 0 < 01 < n - 1 is discussed in 
[l], pp. 42 and49, [3], [4] and [6], p. 315. In [S] the solution behavior of Eq. (2) 
is considered which is asymptotic to the function ta, 01 > n - I. 
Some results given here for system (1) generalize the ones given in [5] for 
Eq. (2) without restriction on the exponent 01. 
Let us suppose that in Eq. (1) gij(t) and hi(t) are continuous functions (in 
general complex valued) of the real variables t for T < t < 03, T > 1 
and gij(t) satisfy one of the following hypotheses. 
(H,) There exists pij such that gif(f) w = cij + +(t) with 
-co 
J 
j E&) t-l [ dt < a. 
(H,*) There exist p, such that gij(t) tPij = cij + E&t) with 
lim t-a 
s 
:,I E&S) s-l / s6 ds = 0 for all 6 > 0. 
t-ta, 
1 
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By virtue of hypothesis (H,) or (H,*), Eq. (1) can be written in the form 
n 
& = c cijt-““““Yj + i Q.(t) t-““ixj + hi@). 
j=l j=l 
The following equation will be useful in our next results: 
Under our hypothesis, the behavior of solutions of Eq. (1) will depend on 
solutions of Eq. (3). 
LEMMA 1. Let (01~ , CQ ,..., a!,) satisfy pii = aj - CQ -/- 1 when cij + 0. 
A necessary and su.cimt condition for the existence of a solution 
x(t) = (xl(t), x2(t),..., zn(t)) of Eq. (3) such that zi(t) = aitai with 
a = (al , a, ,..., a,) f 0 is that (01~) 01~ ,..., m,J be a solution of the indicial 
equation 
det(C - AX) = 0, (4) 
where C = (cij), i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n, ar = (01~ ,..., a,). 
Proof. By substitution of xi = aitoii, i = 1,2,..., n in Eq. (3), we conclude 
that (~PI, apta* ,..., anttin), with (a, , us ,..., a,) f  0, is a solution of Eq. (3) if, 
and only if, 
?a 
aiai = C cijaj i = 1, 2,..., 72 
j=l 
which is a linear system of equations. This system has a solution 
(al , a2 ,..-, a,) # 0 if, and only if, Eq. (4) is satisfied. 
If  we assume the hypotheses of Lemma 1, the change of variables 
s = log t ,z<e*@ = yi (5) 
transforms the system (3) into the system with constant coefficients 
ji = (Gi - “i)Yi + C cijYj j = 1, 2,..., n (-) = d/ds. (3’) 
j=l 
iii 
The characteristic equation of system (3’) is 
det((C - la) - AZ) = 0. (6) 
The determination of solutions of Eq. (3) depends on the solutions of 
Eq. (4). For the determination of a solution of Eq. (4), we write each g as a 
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function of 01~ (in some situations we can not proceed in this way, but we will 
eliminate this difficulty later) by a relation of the form c+ = 01~ + Sj(pklj with 
S&J a linear function of p,, , and then for Eq. (4) we obtain 
det((C - 16) - ~~1) = 0, (71 
where 6 = (0, 6, ,..., 8,). 
For each solution a!1 of Eq. (7) we have a vector (ai , ae ,..., a,) which 
satisfies Eq. (4). Let us now discuss when is it possible and when is it not 
possible to express all aj as functions of tir , and describe the procedure to be 
followed: For that we make a graph of the matrix (cij), i,j = 1, 2,..., n by 
taking 11 points PI , P2 ,..., P, , in the plane in such a way that any three of 
them never belong to the same straight line; if cis f  0 or cji f  0, we trace 
a segment of line linking the points Pi and Pj . I f  the graph is connected, we 
can pass continuously from the point PI to the point P, and then in the linear 
system aj - 01~ + 1 - pij = 0, i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, we can always write all aj as 
a function of 01~ . I f  the graph is not connected, it is not possible to write all ~~ 
as a function of some aI . For example, the graph of the system 
21 = t-lx, + t-2x3 
* p2 
‘PI 
3i’, = t-lx, 
??a = t-lx, \ *ps 
is not connected and in this situation we can not write a1 or a3 as a function 
of aa . When the graph of the matrix is connected, the determination of a 
matrix solution of Eq. (3) can be carried out by the procedure described above. 
When the graph is not connected, we can prove that the system (3) can be 
decomposed into independent systems of equations with a connected graph 
and we return to the initial situation. In fact, if the graph of the matrix 
(Cij), i,j = 1, 2,..*, n has p connected components, then suppose that 
pi, , pi, >-.*, Pi, are the points of one component. I f  lpik.is a point of that 
component, then let us show that in the K-th row of (cii) z,j = 1,2,..., II there 
is no c,,~ f  0 with j # ii , $ ,..., i, . In fact, if there existed such ci$ f  0, 
by the definition of the graph, we could link the point Pi, to Pj and the number 
of components would be p - 1 which is a contradiction. Then each kiti of 
Eq. (3) can be written as linear combination of the other zi and we have a 
system of differential equations in the zi . This means that when the graph of 
matrix has p connected components, th’e system (3) can be decomposed into 
p independent systems which can be solved independently by the method 
given above. When the characteristic roots of Eq. (6), Aj = pj $ iyi are 
distinct, a fundamental matrix of solutions of Eq. (3) is 
up> = ((qp+~‘f(t)j i = 1, 2 ,..., n j = 1, 2 ,...) n 
where fj = pi + iqj , with pj(t) = cos(yj log t) and qj(t) = sin(yi log t). 
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Now, we are going to prove that the solutions of system (1) are near in some 
sense to the solutions of system (3). In a more precise way, if the following 
hypotheses are satisfied: 
(Ha) s” 1 &(t) t-“* 1 dt < co, where 01:) i = 1, 2 ,..., n satisfies Eq. (4). 
And H, , plus some additional hypothesis which will be given later, then the 
solution of Eq. (1) will satisfy the following condition: 
(Ha) For every solution z(t) = (q(t), za(t),..., x,(t)) of Eq. (3) there 
exists a solution x(t) = (xl(t), x2(t),..., xn(t)) of Eq. (1) such that 
xi(t) = xi(t) + q(t) t”i with lim t+m q(t) = ai constant and, conversely, for 
every solution x(t) of Eq. (1) th ere exists a solution .x(t) of Eq. (3) such that 
xi(t) = xi(t) + ai tai with lim,,, q(t) = ai . 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. &f(t) > 0 on [to , co), t, > 1 and 6 > 0. If 
(9 j,f (t> dt < 03 or 
(ii) iii 7$(t) = 0, 
then 
t 
lim CS 
tiio s 
ssf (s) ds = 0. 
to 
This lemma with hypothesis (i) was proved in [5], p. 136, with hypothesis 
(ii), it follows easily from L’Hospital Rule. 
The possible cases for the asymptotic behavior given in condition Ha are 
limited by the following results in which we can use a more general hypothesis 
with respect to hi(t), i = 1, 2,..., n than is given in (Ha). 
(Ha”) F+c t-” j” 1 /Q(S) s-‘~ 1 s6 ds = 0, for any 6 > 0, 
to 
where 01~ , i = 1, 2 ,..., n satisfy Eq. (4). 
REMARK 1. Let hypotheses (H,*) and (Ha*) be satisfied with respect to 
system (1). For each k, let Mk be a value of DIG - 01~ + 1 - pkj for which 
R(CQ - ay + 1) is maximum, j = 1,2,..., n. I f  for some k there exists 
j = j(K) for which R(olj - 01~ + 1 - pki) > 0 with c,,a, f  0, and if 
7 oIi -;y”i p,, + O 
for the j such that n/r, = CY~ - OIL + 1 - pki , then no solution 
x(t) = (-Q>, ?&>>..., %(t>) 
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of Eq. (1) possesses the asymptotic behavior x,(t) = xi(t) + a<(t) Pi, where 
x(t) = (zl(t), x$(t),..., zn(t)) is a solution of Eq. (3) and lim,,, ai = ai 
constant with R(olJ > 0 and x,(t)/t”~ bounded. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a solution of Eq. (1 j which possesses the 
asymptotic behavior of Remark 1. Integration of Eq. (1) followed by 
multiplication by 
f  (q+MJ 
and using the fact that xk(t) = am + I t*k yields the equation 
As we have 
+ t-(a,;+MJ st J t, h&9 ds- (8) 
lim q.(t,) t”,yf(a’“+M ) * =o. 
t-tm 
hypotheses (H,*) and (Ha*) imply that all terms of the right side of Eq. (8) 
(with exception of the second term) go to zero when t -+ XL Using the fact 
that q(t) = nj + ran with lim,, yj(t) = 0, the second group of terms in 
Eq. (8) can be written in the form 
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When t -+ co, the first term on the right side of Eq. (9) behaves like 
where 
I=(jIj#JandR(M,) =li&‘-ak+l -&)) 
i$ = Im(aj - a& + 1 - pkj - Mk), 
where 
Im(x + iy) = y, R(.x + iy) = x and ckjaj # 0 
for every j E I u J. By Lemma 2 it follows that the second term of the right 
side of Eq. (9) tends to zero when t -+ CO. Then when t -+ co, the left side of 
Eq. (8) goes to zero and the right side either has as a limit a nonzero constant 
or does not have a limit, which is a contradiction. 
REMARK 2. Let hypothesis (H,*) and (Hz*) be satisfied with respect to 
system (1). I f  R(pij) > R(CQ - zi + 1) for every i, j and if for some K, 
li(p,) > R(orj - ak + 1) for every j = 1,2,..., n, then no solution of 
Eq. (1) possesses the asymptotic behavior xi(t) = q(t) + ai t=i, where 
x(t) = (~1(t>,..*, .zn(t)) is a solution of Eq. (3) with lim,, ai = a, constant, 
a, f  0, R(&!k) > 0, and 1 z,(t)l/l t”* 1 bounded, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Actually integrating in Eq. (1) and then multiplying by t-k leads 
to the desired conclusion. 
THEOREM 1. Let hypotheses (H,*) and (H,*) be satisjed with respect to 
system (l), and suppose tlzatp,j = CX~ - 01~ + 1 for every cij f  0, i = 1,2,..., n, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Theu a necessary condition for the existence of a solution 
x(t) = (Xl@) -*-x&N of -Q. (1) such that xi(t) = xi(t) + ai tai where 
x(t) = (%W --- %z(t>) is a solution of Eq. (3), lim,, ai = ai constant, with 
R(olJ > 0 and zi(t) t-+ bounded, i = I,2 ,..., n is that the exponents 01~ and the 
constants a,, i = 1,2 ,..., n satkfy the equation 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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Proof. Integration of Eq. (1) followed by multiplication by t-i yields the 
equation 
+ pi t 12 SC Eii(S) vi(s) Ui-lSLYj--orifl-% & * f”i s t hi(S) ds, (11) to j=l fo 
where q(t) = aj + q+(t) with lim,, vj(t) = 0. 
By Lemma 2, all terms of the right side of Eq. (11) (with the exception of 
the second term) go to zero when t -+ CO. 
As we have aj + 1 - pij = CX~ + 0, integration of the second term of the 
right si.de of Eq. (11) yields 
f 
t S~i-lcij~js~i-“i+l-9ij ds = 
c,aj 
to CYj+$--ppij' 
As we have CQ + 1 - p, = oli , taking the limit as t -+ CO, of both sides of 
Eq. (ll), we have Eq. (10). 
REMARK 3. The following example shows that hypothesis (HI) is 
necessary, in a weak sense, for the asymptotic behavior given by condition 
(HJ. The differential equation 
k = (l/t + 1/(t log t)) x 
which satisfies hypothesis (HI*), has the solution x(t) = ct log t and does not 
have solution satisfying lim,, x(t) t-l = constant # 0. Here we have 
~ylr = I, I = (log t)-1 which satisfies (H,*) and does not satisfy (H,). 
We will show, next, that under additional conditions hypotheses (HJ and 
(H,) are also sufficient for (HJ to hold. 
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LEMMA 3. Let A = (+) and B = (bJ be real or complex square matrices 
n x n with B not singular. 
If C = AB-l zvhere C = (cij), theta 
cij = det C&/det B, 
where Cij is the matrix obtained by substitution of the i-th TOZU of A in the j-th 
row of B. 
Proof. (det B) B-l = (cof B)t. But (cof B)t is obtained by substitution 
of each element bij by the cofactor B,; of bji then 
But ~~=l&3jk is the expansion with respect to the i-th row of the 
determinant of matrix Cli defined above. 
THEOREM 2. Let hypotheses (H,) and (H,) be satisfied zuith respect to 
system (1) with pij = 04 -01i + 1 for every cij f 0, i, j = 1,2,..., n, zohere 
(“1 , a:2 ,..., a,) is a solution of Eq. (4). Suppose that the roots of Eq. (6), 
hj = /3j + iyj are distinct with pi < 0 for every j = 2,..., n. Then the condition 
H, is satisjed with respect to vector (011 ,01~ ,..., a,). 
In particular, Eq. (1) admits at least one so&ion x(t) = (xl(t) ... xn(t)) such 
that lim,, xj(t)/t”i = bi constant with (b, , b, ,..., b,) f 0. 
Proof. Let x(t) = (q(t) .** z,Jt)) be a column vector solution of Eq. (3). 
As any solution of Eq. (3) is a linear combination of rows of matrix U(t), we 
conclude that xi(t) t?i is bounded, i = 1,2,..., n. 
A solution x(t) of Eq. (1) such that zc( t,) = z( to) is given by 
x(t) = x(t) + j-1, U(t) U-l(s) E(S) x(s) ds + /iO U(t) U-l(s) h(s) ds, 
where h(t) = (hi(t)), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, is a column vector and the matrix e(t) is 
given by 
c(t) = (<ii(t) t--l), i,j = 1,2 )..., ?a. 
By Lemma 3 
where 
U(t) U-l(s) = U(t, s) = (cii(t, s)), i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
c&t, s) = det(Cij(t, s))/det U(s), 
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where (C$(t, s)) is a matrix which we obtain by substitution of the row of 
order i, of matrix U(t), in the row of orderj, of matrix U(S); that is, 
det(C&(t, s)) = det 
- ulls”‘+~yl(s) =*- ulnSkl+@yn(S) ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
%l,ls 
“j-l+Byl(s) . . . uj-l~s%l+&y-(s) 
a,p+~yl(t) . . * uip+~~lfn(t) 
n;+1,1s 
“i+l+51fi(s) . . . uj+l.ntwj+5~fn(s) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
unlSa”+~yl(S) **- annS”J~+‘3~yn(s) 
I- Ul~Sy-~(S) *.- %ZsPnfn(S> 
. . . . . . . ..*...... 
where 01 = xi=, ale . I f  we put p = xi==, pa , we have 
det(Cij(t, s)) = s%-%‘< gl t”‘(-l)jfz S’S-““UiJi(t) Fjz(S), 
with Fjl(s) bounded. 
By Jacobi-Liouville’s formula [6], p. 46 
det U(S) = det U(T) exp sl~-l (ii cji) dr. 
Then det U(S) = KS%ICP~. 
From the fact that the sum of the roots of Eq. (6) is equal to the sum of the 
elements on the diagonal of the matrix given in Eq. (4), we have 
10 I.& 
Then 
tais-OLj Iz 
= K 1 t4+%zil~l(t) Gjl(s) 
1=1 
where Gil(s) = (-l)jfz Fjl(s) @Y*. Each component of the solution of 
Eq. (2) can be written in the form 
xi(t) = q(t) + 1” t (f, ci,.(t, s) Q(S) s’~-~+) xi(s) ds 
to j-1 r-1 
+ jlo j$l 4~ s) hj(s) ds 
= zi(t) + & s,. gl ( gl fis-+ f tszs-‘k&> G,(s) 4s) 
I=1 
or 
. p--oL3-1 ) xi(s) ds + i 1’ f toL*smmj 2 ts%-%zilft(t) Gj,(s) hi(s) ds 
hj=l Z=l 
tsrS-s’U~lfl(t) G,,(S) Erj(S) S-l) $ ds 
+ jIo & gl ( gl tszf%zfi(t) G(s) MS) s-’ j ds. (14 
As I wW> W4/ <L f or every i, r, I, 1 xi(t)]// tai 1 < Ai, we have 
I x&>l - < ki + M j”” i i (i tBzs-5i) 1 E+.~(s)I s-l f$j ds 
I tat I to jar4 kl 
and then 
+ M f. (~ltB+) -f ( h,(s) s-‘j [ ds 
j=l 
+ nM 1” (f Pise5j $ 1 IQ(S) swa3 j ds. 
to I=1 3=1 
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By hypotheses /$ < 0, t%+ < 1 and J’” j hj(s) ~3 i ds < co, we then 
have 
By Gronwall’s inequality [I], p. 35, 
cv 
< Cl exp C, 
St: 
*, T j I 44 s--l I ds = C, 
where C does not depend on t, ; hence, CL1 I x,(t)\/] tn* j is bounded. 
Let us show now that xi(t) - .q(t)/t*i has a finite limit when t -+ 00. 
In Eq. (12) we have 
ts@a,lfi(t) G,,(s) Q(S) s-l s ds 
+ $ j-* i i G,,(s) E&S) s-l 9 Czs 
to i=1r=1 
because by Eq. (4) A, = 0 andf,(t) = 1. By Lemma 2, the first term of the 
right side of the last equation goes to zero when t -+ CD because xj(s)/s”j is 
bounded and pz < 0, I = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
Then 
!d$@J t”“s-‘%z,lfi(t) G,,(s) eTj(s) s-l $ ds 
In the same way, we have 
ai1 =- 
K 
Gil(s) hi(s) s-OL’ ds = Bi, . 
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Then, 
To demonstrate a choice of 6 = (b, , 6, ,..., b,) f  0, we observe that by 
Lemma 1 there exists a solution x(t) = (antoll, us1tm2,..., unlten) of Eq. (3) 
with (all , aa1 ,..., a,,) f  0 to which corresponds a solution of Eq. (1) that 
satisfies the condition lim,,, si(t)/tef = bi = constant. As we have 
and 
with B independent oft, , if we take t, large enough, then Ai, and Bi, can be 
made arbitrarily small. As at least one of the an f  0 can be taken in such a 
way that 1 ai, ) > 1 Ai, + &, 1; for this i we obtain 
Fj.. q(t)/Pf = ai1 + Ai1 + Bi, = bi # 0. 
We have to prove now that for every solution x(t) of Eq. (1) there exists a 
solution z(t) of Eq. (3) such that xi(t) = x-;(t) + ai tai with 1ir1-1~+~ q(t) = 
ai = constant. 
Let x(t) = (z’(t), z”(t),..., z”(t)) be a fundamental matrix of solutions of 
Eq. (3). Let x’(t), x’(t) ,..., x”(t) be n solutions of Eq. (1) which satisfy the 
condition d(to) = x’(ts). Let z(t) be a solution of Eq. (1) such that v(to) = 0. 
The difference of two solutions of Eq. (1) is a solution of the linear 
homogeneous system associated with Eq. (1) and, therefore, 
u = (u’(t), z?(t) ,..., u”(t)) = (xl(t) - v(t) ,..., x”(t) - v(t)) 
is a matrix of solutions of the linear system associated with Eq. (1). Let US 
show that these solutions are linearly independent: 
det(Q(t,)) = det(S(t,)) = det(z”(t,,)) + 0, i = 1, 2,..., n 
because z(t) is a fundamental matrix of solutions of Eq. (3). 
I f  x(t) = (q(t)) i = 1, 2,..., n is a column vector solution of Eq. (I), then 
x(t) can be written in the form 
x(t) = v(t) + d+(t) + -a- + d@(t) 
= u(t) + i d@(t) - v(t)) = cm(t) + i d&t). 
i=l .i=l 
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The solutions xl(t) ,..., x”(t) satisfy the condition 
t-cc pi 
= 11, . 
We define z(t) = EyS1 &S(t), then 
Hence, 
As corollary of Theorems 1 and 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let hypotheses (H,) and (Ha) be satisjed with respect to 
system (l), with~,~ = mi - 01~ + 1 for every cii f  0, i,j = I, 2,..., n. Suppose 
that for ezery i there exists at least a j = j(i) such that cij f  0. Suppose also 
that R(oli) > 0, i = 1,2 ,..., n and the roots of Eq. (6), A, = /3j + iri are 
distinct zvith & < 0 for every j = 2,..., n. Then a condition necessary and 
suficient for condition Ha to be satis$ed with at least one solution 
x(t) = (xl(t) ,..., .v,(t)), such that lim,, xi(t)/tzi = bi comtazt with 
(b, , b, ,..., 6,) f  0, is that (01~ , 01~ ,..., OI,J be a solution of Eq. (4). 
Let us consider now the differential Eq. (2). The hypotheses (HI) and (Ha) 
become (as we will see later) the hypotheses 
(H,‘) gi(t) tDi = ci + Ei(t), where f” 1 ej(t) t-l j dt < GO, 
i = 0, l,..., rz - 1. 
(H,‘) s” 1 h(t) Pao-l 1 dt < 03, where OL,, satisfies the equation 
n-1 
a(rY-l)...(a:-II+1)-~~CiOl(LV-l)...(~-i+1)--Cg=0. (13) 
By hypothesis (H,‘), Eq. (2) can be written in the form 
m-1 n-1 
Jd _ c c,t-Qi) = c ci(t) t-“i&) f  h(t) 
i=O i=O 
w 
and the equation corresponding to Eq. (3) will be 
n-1 
Jn) - 1 ci$-"'x(i) = 0. 
i=O 
(3’) 
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Condition (Ha) becomes 
(Ha’) For every solution a(t) of Eq. (3’) there exists a solution u(t) of 
Eq. (2) such that no)(t) = z+)(t) t”oPi with lim,,, ai = ai constant and, 
conversely, for every solution u(t) of Eq. (2) there exists a solution x(t) 
of (3’) such that do(t) = &J(t) + ai tas--i with lim,, q(t) = ai . 
The following corollary of Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 2.2 
of [5], p. 139, without the restriction cz,, > n - 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let hypotheses (H,‘) and (Ha’) be satisjied zoith respect to 
Eq. (2’) zuith pi = n - i if ci # 0, i = 0, 1,2 ,..., n - 1; let 01~ be a root of 
Eq. (13), where the roots hj’ = pi + iyj are distinct and /+ < R(or,) for every 
j = 2,..., n. Then (Ha’) is satisfied. 
In particular, Eq. (2) has at least one solution, u(t), such that 
lim!!!!@=b,fO 
t+rn po-i 2 ’ 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Proof. Writing Eq. (2) in system form zcr = u(O), xa = ~(1) *a* X, = u(+% 
go =&1 "-g,-1 = g,, , Cl2 = 1, $3 = 1 *.* C,-r,n = 1, ol, - 011 + 1 = 0, 
a3 - 01~ + 1 = 0 a** No - ol,-, + 1 = 0, we have ala = 01~ - 1, 
As we have P,~ = 01~ - 01, + 1, it follows that p, = p, = n, 
pw, = p, = n - 1, ***,p,, = p,-, = 1. 
Then with c.+ = a,..., a, = a - n + 1, the hypotheses (H,‘) and (Ha’) 
become hypotheses (H,) and (Ha). 
Equation (4) can be written 
--01 1 0 .** 0 0 
0 1 - cy 1 a** 0 0 
det . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 --- n-2-m 1 
CO Cl . . . G-2 cnpl + n - 1 - . J 01 
n-1 
= ,(, - 1) . . . (a - 72 + 1) = ;z c,(a - 1) .** (a - 2. + 1) - co = 0 
(14) 
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which is Eq. (13); but, if Aj’ is a root of this equation, then this root corre- 
sponds to a root of Aj = 0 of Eq. (6) which is 
--or-A 1 . . . 0 
det 
0 l--or-)( . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * ‘ . *, . . . = 0. (15) 
CO Cl 
Let LX,, be a fixed root of (14) and let Ai be a root of Eq. (15), corresponding 
to 010 , then A$’ = 01~ + Ai is a root of Eq. (13), and the condition IS@,‘) < I?(%) 
corresponds to condition R(A,) < 0, and the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are 
the same as Theorem 2. 
The following corollary generalizes Theorem 2.3 of [5], p. 145. 
COROLLARY 2. Let hypothesis (H,‘) and (H,‘) be satisjied with respect to 
Eq. (2). Suppose that pi = n - i if ci # 0 with ci f  0 for some 
i = 0, l,..., n - I. Let R(cYJ > n - 1 and the roots A,’ = pi + iyj’ of (13) be 
distinct, with jlj’ < R(aJ, j = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
Then, a necessary and su$icient condition for (HJ to be satisfied, with at least 
one solution u(t) such that lim,+, u(i)(t)/tmo-i = bi f 0, is that 01~ be a root 
of Eq. (13). 
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